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SYSTEM DESIGN

CHALLENGES

Incoming data processing at the 
gateway Collector
‣subsample or filter
‣merge different streams
‣bin over time
‣aggregation

Data storage
‣gateway: circular buffer
‣central collector: cloud backend 

Data Export
‣publish/subscribe to data 
streams
‣SQL interface

Monitoring Framework Functional Architecture

Low-cost gateway hardware
‣ limited CPU, memory, storage

Online monitoring and troubleshooting
‣must not interfere with gateway’s normal 
operations

Data storage
‣summarize data without loss of essential 
information

Large scale monitoring
‣collect and store aggregated data from a 
large number of gateways

FIGARO is a novel network architecture centered around home gateways. 
The use cases of FIGARO require active and passive monitoring tools that can 

run continuously and online inside a large number of home gateways.

VANTAGE POINTS

Why home gateways?
‣ interconnects home network to internet
‣ natural control point
‣ gateways in different homes can 

collaborate

Use cases
‣ home automation
‣ distributed content delivery 
‣ content delivery optimizations 
‣ network performance troubleshooting
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2 MONITORING REQUIREMENTS PER USE CASE 

This section summarizes the monitoring requirements of each use case. We differentiate between 
different vantage points for the measurements:  

• The Home Network (green, HN) 
often called LAN on home 
gateways, the 

• Internet Access Link (red, AL) 
typically DSL or Cable, and the 

• Link to a Neighbor (gray, NL), 
which is usually WLAN.! 

 

 

2.1 Network access bundling & Wireless Neighborhood Optimizations 

FIGARO federated networking solutions (WP3) aims to utilize neighboring home gateways and their 
Internet access link. We envision three different cases of application: (i) Backhaul bandwidth 
aggregation: Because most of the time the access bandwidth is not used concurrently, the FIGARO 
home gateway will provide mechanisms to utilize unused access bandwidth of neighboring home 
gateways to increase the obtained bandwidth of a single user. (ii) Eco-Management: Focusing the load 
of multiple clients over one access point (or gateway) can help to reduce cost, as unused components 
can be turned of. (iii) Enabling Multipath at home: As one home can now use multiple access links 
services can use multipath solutions increase both performance and reliability at the same time.  

In addition to using another gateway’s Internet access FIGARO also aims to optimize the wireless 
neighborhood with the goal of increasing performance by interference mitigation and transmission 
power control. This use-case requires similar metrics to be measured. 

All of these cases require a good understanding of the capacity and status of the local and the 
neighboring networks, and thus have almost the same requirements with slightly varying metrics, 
measurement frequencies and history: 

• Network Performance Metrics: Available bandwidth, Achieved throughput, MAC-layer achieved 
goodput, and, Internet access synchronization rate for both uplink and downlink (if possible 
distinguish between local traffic and community backhauling), wireless physical bit rate (of the 
Gateway and averaged over all wireless users), (sampled) channel busy time, SNR, RSSI, IP-layer 
packet error rate, MAC-layer frame error rate, MAC-layer average frame payload size. 

• Vantage Points: HN, AL, NL (to neighboring gateways), AL at neighboring 
gateways  

• Frequency: Continuously, every few seconds 

• History: last 1 minute to last hour 

• Data aggregation: Aggregated (average, variance, median, min, max)  

 


